INFORMATION
Please read all explanation of the warnings and precautions in use to ensure safe play at all times.

PRECAUTIONS IN USE

Please remove all packaging attachments before giving
this product to a child. Please use discretion if making
purchases for children younger than the age
recommended on this package. Product specifications,
colour and contents may vary from those illustrated.
IMPORTANT: Please retain packaging/instructions
and purchase details for future reference as they
contain important information.

RECYCLING OUR PRODUCTS
All our product and packaging is designed with easy and
safe recycling in mind.
For information on the National Recycling
Strategy and the recycling logo on this pack or
product please visit – www.Recycle-More.co.uk –
where you will find the answers to your UK recycling
questions.

MAGIC DIP – A LIQUID PAINT BASED ON LIMONENE (CITRUS DERIVED OIL), ORGANIC
SOLVENTS APPROVED FOR USE IN COSMETIC NAIL VARNISHES AND MODEL KIT DECORATION,
AND APPROVED PIGMENTS,DESIGNED TO COAT A VARIETY OF ARTICLES DURING ARTS
AND CRAFTS PLAY.THE PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR CHILDREN AGES 8 YEARS AND OVER
UNDER ADULT SUPERVISION. OLDER CHILDREN MAY PLAY UNSUPERVISED PROVIDING
THEY UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND OBSERVE THE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE ADULT.THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN SPECIALLY FORMULATED
AND ASSESSED TO MEET STRINGENT SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TOYS THAT USE CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES. FOR MANY HOURS OF SAFE PLAY, ALWAYS FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USE AND OBSERVE THE WARNINGS STATED HERE.
ADVICE: If spillage on clothes, carpets or
upholstery occurs, clean affected area with water
and mild detergent, using caution with regard to
the colour fastness of the material being cleaned.

Paint colour may vary

WARNING! Not for use on the face. Do not apply on
or around eyes. Do not apply to the lips. Do not use on
broken skin. Discontinue use if itching or rash occurs.

24h

Emergency hotline

852-65074655

is a registered trademark of All in1.
All rights reserved. 2016© JOKER LTD.
GLOVE AND TWEEZER ARE PROVIDED TO PREVENT SKIN CONTACT
WITH WET PAINT IN ORDER TO KEEP YOUR HANDS CLEAN.

Developed and manufactured by:

DANGER

236JE5005

WARNING! USE IN A WELL VENTILATED ROOM!
For ages 8 years and older under Adult supervision.
If on skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water.
Please see our website: Joker AG for more details about
this product and an FAQ sheet.
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Magic Dip Paint. Each 10ml tube of paint.
Contains: Limonene, Butyl Acetate, n-Butanol, Isobutanol
As with many art and craft paints, Magic Dip contains Flammable solvents. Please ensure a play
area that is clean and free from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces with good ventilation at
all times. Adults: Please observe No smoking in or near the play area. Keep the Magic Dip Paint
out of reach of children under 8 years of age. Please use the glove supplied as contact with
the Magic Dip Paint may cause an allergic skin reaction in some users due to the Limonene
(Citrus Oil). Although only a tiny amount of vapour is released this may cause drowsiness or
dizziness after long periods of play; so please ensure adequate ventilation at all times to prevent
this. During use, if skin irritation or rash occurs: Get medical advice – take this label with you. In
the event paint enters the eye: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact
lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.
Please note Magic Dip has a very bitter taste which makes it unpalatable. However in the
unlikely event some of the paint is ingested: Get medical advice – take this label with you.
Limonene (the Citrus derived oil) can damage the environment and is Toxic to aquatic life with
long-lasting effects. Please dispose of waste paint and dried paint film and/or the remains of
the contents of the paint tubes via domestic waste.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE DESIGN ART CENTER
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Lock in place the Central Unit
Line up and slot into place

FAQ ABOUT THIS ART AND CRAFT TOY RANGE
Q.
What is “Magic Dip”?
A.
Magic Dip is an exciting new arts and craft toy range from Joker AG, of Kerzers, Switzerland aimed at children 8 years and
over under adult supervision. Older children may use the product if they fully understand the instructions for use and can follow the
safety requirements ion the display pack and in the instructions for use.
Magic Dip allows you to dip and coat a range of articles in bright paint. The paint has been formulated to form a thin film on the surface
of a bowl of water through which an article can be dipped and coated to form a myriad of designs. You only need a few drops of each
colour to make your designs; a little goes a long way! Don’t worry though, refills are available. – remove for now.
To help you, Joker is pleased to provide you with this FAQ document to explain the science behind the paint, the labelling and to guide
you on safe use as you explore with your child the many possibilities for decorating articles with Magic Dip.
Q.
What are the ingredients?
A.
The formulation is a trade secret however the main ingredients are named on the packaging in accordance with European
Toy safety and Chemical labelling requirements:
Limonene, Butyl acetate, n-Butanol, Isobutanol.
•Limonene. This is derived from citrus oil and has a history of use in cosmetic fragrances and more recently model making adhesives.
•Butyl acetate. This has a long history of use in flavourings, cosmetics; including nail varnish.
•n-Butanol. This has a long history of use in cosmetics as a solvent and perfume base.
•Isobutanol. This has a long history of use as a paint and ink solvent.
•The colours are derived from pigments approved in Europe and the USA for use in cosmetic products.
•Other ingredients help form the paint film and ensure the colours are distributed consistently in the paint mix.
Q.
Have these ingredients been tested?
A.
All of the Magic Dip ingredients and the formulation itself have been checked by independent and recognized chemical
product safety experts to ensure that Magic Dip is not likely to pose a threat to the health of the intended consumers under normal and
reasonably foreseeable conditions of use; providing the paint is used as intended and instructions for use are followed. Furthermore as
a chemical toy, independent reviews were also carried out by an expert in chemical labelling to ensure Magic Dip meets the European
regulations for labelling products like these and also to be mindful of the effects on the environment of paint resides when play is
complete.
Q.
How do I know that they have been tested?
A.
.Joker AG, Kerzers, Switzerland has a policy of checking all its products and maintaining product safety assessments and
approval reports, production test reports (Quality Assurance and Control) in a toy product technical file.
•We are pleased to reassure our customers that this testing covers the Magic Dip product and all the ingredients of the product as verified
by product safety experts.
•Customers and consumers may be further assured that the company takes its responsibilities seriously and has checked that it has
carried out all of the tests needed to show the product is as safe as it can be for use by children and in so doing complies with the
European laws.
•The company undertakes to carry out ongoing checks to ensure the continued safety of the product.
Q.
What do those symbols with the red border mean?
A.
As you may have noticed, everything from washing-up liquid, laundry tablets, polish, cosmetics, to plastic model glues and
paints has chemical information and one or more symbols or “pictograms”. Magic Dip is based on limonene and other substances which
have a long history of safe use but which are flammable, can irritate the skin on contact and which should not be thrown away into water
courses as they can damage our environment. So…
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Lock in place the Drying Area

This symbol means that like other model paints and glues Magic Dip is highly flammable. Please follow the safety advice on the pack and
in the instructions for use and keep the paint away from sources of heat and naked flames. DO NOT SMOKE near the paint.
The paint can irritate the skin. This is due in the main to the limonene. Please wear glove provided to prevent hand skin contact and also
wash off any paint that makes contact with the skin.
This also means the paint is toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects. Please be responsible and place waste paint and tubes
containing resides in normal waste collection systems. Do not damage the environment by pouring paint down the toilet or the sink.

Line up and slot into place

Q.
What if Magic Dip is inhaled or eaten?
A.
Magic Dip has no attractive odour although your nose is naturally sensitive to the smell of the paint which is distinctive
even at low concentrations.
•As with other model glues and paints the solvent fumes should not be inhaled. Always use in a room with plenty of fresh air ventilation.
•The paint has been formulated to possess a bitter taste that is detected soon after placing it in the mouth. Furthermore the orifice of the
tube is 0.75mm – very small so it only delivers drop-wise the paint. It is not intended to be eaten and consumption of a large quantity of
Magic Dip is therefore unlikely.
•If ingested. Vomiting should not be induced, although this may be a normal outcome for any child that swallows something that doesn’t
taste nice. Adverse effects such as drowsiness and oral mucosal irritation/allergy may occur if larger quantities are consumed. In this
situation, Medical advice should always be obtained as a precaution. Take the tube of paint with you.
•Joker AG, Kerzers, Switzerland or our international distributors’ customer service department (check pack for details) will be pleased to
provide any information concerning Magic Dip ingredients to a Physician upon request.
Q.
What if Magic Dip gets in my eyes or touches my skin?
A.
There is a small possibility that Magic Dip may end up in the eyes through the action of rubbing after play. Simply flush with
running water until it is removed. Seek medical advice if irritation persists. Follow the instructions on the pack and instruction leaflet.
•As with other model glues and paints containing limonene irritation is possible and some people are sensitive to citrus derived oils such
as limonene. To ensure no paint reside is left on the skin Joker recommends that children wash their hands after playing with Magic Dip.
Q.
Will Magic Dip stain clothing or carpet?
A.
The level of colour in Magic Dip is sufficient to cause permanent staining of textiles so we recommend you take precautions
and use old clothes or those set aside for art work. You can clean the surfaces with alcohol, try on a small area first.
Magic Dip will stick to some plastic surfaces. It is recommended that you protect the play area before use, and avoid contact with carpet,
clothing, walls and furniture, Hi-Fi and TV equipment. Direct contact to hair including eyebrows and eyelashes can cause product to stick.
Q.
What if I need further information?
A.
If you require further information or guidance, our company name, address, email and telephone contact details for its
customer services department are given on all packaging. Alternatively our distributors’ customer services departments will be able to
advise you.
THANK YOU FOR READING THIS FAQ. WE HOPE THAT IT HAS HELPED YOU UNDERSTAND THE PRODUCTMORE COMPLETELY. WE HOPE
YOU AND YOUR CHILDENJOY MAGIC DIP.
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Put in place tools and accessories
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Magic Dip Ink
Bowl

Lid

Glitter applicator

Glossy spray
Tweezer
Sheet of gem stickers

Stirrer

GETTING STARTED

INSPIRATION GALLERY

Magic Dip tools
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Colours of Magic Dip Ink
Glitter applicator
Glossy spray
Glove NBR - single use
Stirrer
Tweezer
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PREPARATION
I
I. Fill a bowl with at least 500ml of
room-temperature water. If the
water is cold please leave to settle
to room temperature.

500 ml

II
II. Put on your glove.

III
III. To open the paint bottle, remove
the cap and ask an adult to carefully
cut with scissors the end of the
dropper on the mark shown.

TIPS AND TRICKS

START TO DIP

DIPPABLE MATERIALS

1

CANDLE

CERAMIC

SILICON

WOOD

TEXTILES

PLASTICS

PAPER & CARDBOARD

GLASS

ITEMS SUGGESTED COLOURS

Select a colour and shake it before opening the
cap.
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Squeeze the bottle to add at least 4 drops of
colour on to the watersurface.
Make sure to pour the colour from a maximum
height of around 8 cm.
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ANDVANCED TECNIQUE

10 ‘’

Let the paint dry on the surface for 10 seconds: you can
then use it as a frame to draw simple shapes inside!

To add other colours, repeat step 2 and 3,
straight away afterwards.
You can add drops inside other drops or next to
them.

Use the stirrer to swirl the paint and create
unique patterns on the water.
Make sure to complete your design within 15-20
seconds.

START TO DIP
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For the next step, make sure you start before
the ink is too dry.
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ENHANCE THE OBJECT
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Use the tweezer to carefully dip your objects
into the water. Make sure you marbleise every
side.
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You can now add some Dazzle and Bling with
the glitter applicator. Just shake out some
glitter!
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Let it dry out for a few minutes*. Now use the
glossy spray to fix the glitter so it won't come off
and so the colours won't run.
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SCAN TO
SEE MORE
FANTASTIC
IDEAS!
Let it dry out for a few minutes* and then you
can enjoy the unique designs you have
created!

Remove you object from the water.

You can use the stirrer to collect and remove the
remaining paint on the surface by just moving it in
circles and letting paint stick to it. The water is now
ready to start Dipping in again.

https://www.youtube.com/us
er/JokergroupAG

*Drying time may vary depending on the material.

